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Commission of European Communities Documents, COM(86)1-(2002)782
The European Commission is the executive branch of the European Union. “COM” documents contain proposed legislation, communications, policy documents, policy implementation reports, and unpublished papers of European Commission staff members. Documents in this series are numbered sequentially and are referenced by year and number.

Issues contain complete texts of European Parliament plenary session debates. Issues also contain oral questions submitted during the debates. Exact minutes of each debate are published in the Official Journal. Microfiche are arranged in order of Parliamentary session date.

Also known as the Liste de Concordance: Documents COM Finaux Anglais. This is a complete index of European Commission Documents from 1994-2002.

Collection consists of microfiche containing resolutions, opinions, decisions, and joint texts that have been adopted or approved by the European Parliament members and committees. Texts adopted in plenary are subsequently published in their final form in the Official Journal of European Communities.

Economic and Social Committee of the European Communities: Opinions and Reports, 1986-2002
Also referred to as ESC or CES documents. The role of the ESC is to advise the European Commission, European Parliament, and Council of Ministers by providing opinions and suggesting legislation. The ESC provides both initiative and exploratory opinions on agriculture, rural development, environmental issues, employment, citizenship, energy, infrastructure, and external relations. Members of the ESC represent individual employers, trade unions, and private interests. Microfiche are filed according to year and CES Document number order.
**Official Journal of European Communities**
Also referred to as the *Official Journal of the European Union*. The *Journal* contains all legislative activities and official acts of the European Union, as well as minutes of Parliamentary debates. The *Journal* is divided into two series: C and L. Microfiche are sorted by year and then according to the assigned C or L number. Indexes and search capabilities are available via University at Albany access to the *EUR-Lex* database and *Lexis-Nexis Academic Universe*.

**Series C: Information and Notices, 1985-1999**
Contains information and notices relating to the European Union, specifically communications between EU institutions, summaries of European Court of Justice decisions, statements from the Economic and Social Committee, parliamentary meeting minutes, reports of the Court of Auditors, and committee opinions.

**Series L: Legislative, 1986-1999**
Contains text of official legislation enacted by the European Parliament, including recommendations, opinions, and regulations. The L Series also contains the *Directory of Community Legislation in Force*, which lists references to initial texts, subsequent amendments, and agreements and conventions signed by the EU.

**Annexes to the Official Journal of the European Communities:**

**Monthly Alphabetical Index and Monthly Methodological Tables, 1991-99**
Issued as the *Index to the Official Journal of the European Communities* and produced monthly on microfiche.

**Annual Alphabetical Index and Methodological Tables, 1985-1996**
Issued as the *Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Communities* and produced annually on microfiche.

The Annual Alphabetical Index contains a keyword index, based on *Eurovoc* terms, for each year of *Journal* publication. The Methodological Tables list and give *Journal* reference to legislation in numerical order.

**Eurovoc**
*Eurovoc* is a multilingual thesaurus containing terms relevant to European Communities’ activities and interests. *Eurovoc* provides a means of indexing documents of the European Communities with a controlled vocabulary. *Eurovoc* is used to create the annual and monthly alphabetical indexes (since 1983). The microfiche collection consists of an alphabetical thesaurus and a subject-oriented thesaurus.

The Directory microfiche consist of two parts: analytical registers and chronological/alphabetical indexes for each year of Journal publication. The analytical register allows patrons to search for legislation by subject. The Directory is included in Series L of the Official Journal.
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